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Coffiffi�Il�effient Exercises 
Marshall University Saturday, May 8, 1982 at 11 :00 a.m. in the Huntington Civic Center 
Disclaimer The list of May degree candidates in 'this program is tentative and is based upon the anticipated successful completion of work undertaken during the Second Semester 1981-82. This document should not be taken as an official record that degrees have in fact been awarded. 
Welcome Marshall University welcomeL those attending the 145th Commencement Exercises. 
Academic Procession Faculty Marshals Candidates for Bachelor Degree Candidates for Associate Degree Candidates for Master's Degree Candidates for Medical Degree Assistant Chief Faculty Marshal Members of the Faculty Chief Faculty Marshal Commencement Officials 
Alma Mater Marshall Gracious Alma Mater, We thy name revere: May each noble son and daughter Cherish thine honor dear. May thy lamp be ever bright Guiding us to truth and light; As a beacon o'er dark water This is for thee our prayer. May the years be kind to Marshall; May she grow in fame; May her children fail her never, True to her beacon flame. May her spirit brave and strong Honor right and conquer wrong; This the burden of our song Ever her truth proclaim. 
Commencement Officials Chief Marshal: Professor T. S. Bishop Assistant Chief Marshal: Prof. Robert P. Alexander Prof. Bruce J. Ardinger Prof. William F. Ashford Prof. Richard Bonnett Prof. Mahlon Brown Prof. David Dawson Prof. Sarah Denman Prof. Jeanne De Vos Professor Elaine Baker Assistants: Chief Usher: Professor Ernest W. Cole Prof. Dean Adkins Pro£NealAdkins Prof. Howard Adkins Prof. Robert Dils Prof. Dan K. Evans Prof. Mack Gillenwater Prof. Charles F. Gruber Prof. Ralph Hall Prof. Carl Johnson Prof. Bosworth Johnson Prof. Richard Jones Assistant Chief Usher: Professor Charles Webb Assistants: Prof. Kenneth Guyer Prof. Louise Hoy Prof. Howard L. Mills Prof. Giovanna Morton Prof. Ralph E. Oberly Prof. William P. Sullivan Prof. Ruth T. Wellman Prof. Harold L. Willey Prof. William Kearns Prof. Nicholas Kontos Prof. Michael Little Prof. Roland Madison Prof. Philip Modlin Prof. William Radig Prof. Jim Rogers Prof. Harry Sowards Prof. James Stone Prof. Donald Tarter Prof. Luther White 
The 145th Commencement Program President Robert B. Hayes, Presiding Precommencement Concert Marshall University Wind Symphony Professor W. Richard Lemke, Conductor Processional - Ceremonial Marches Invocation .................................. Father Mark Angelo Music Catholic Campus Minister The Newman Center "A Gaelic Blessing" ............................... John Rutter "The Creation" .................................... Tom Scott The Marshall University Symphonic Choir Professor Wendell Kumlien, Conductor Introduction of Guests Special Guest The Honorable John D. Rockefeller, IV Governor, State of West Virginia Conferring of Academic Degrees The President of the University Recognition of Honor Graduates Recognition of the Honorary Degree Recipient Howard Burton Lee , Doctor of Humane Letters Greetings ................................ Karen Curnutte Thomas Director, Marshall University Alumni Association The President's Charge "Alma Mater" ............................. C.E. and James Haworth Professor Leo V. lmperi Benediction Recessional - Ceremonial Marches The audience is requested to be seated following the Benediction and remain seated until the class has recessed. 
Profile of Marshall University 
Marshall College had a problem with 
its students: 
''The most decided objection we have 
to find to any considerable number (of 
the students) is the tendency to study too 
long hours, a tendency we are trying to 
correct. ,,
The quotation comes from the 
1909-10 Marshall College Catalog and 
one historian has attributed it to Presi­
dent Lawrence J. Corbly. The historian 
added his own wry comment: "President 
Corbly and his successors evidently met 
with considerable success in correcting 
this tendency." 
The problem of overzealous students 
may have been exaggerated. In any 
event, Marshall has had more serious 
problems in an often-turbulent history 
extending back to 1837--some 26 years 
before the state of West Virginia was 
born. 
The early history of Marshall is filled 
with colorful events and people. 
To put things in chronological 
perspective, the academic melodrama 
started in 1837 when the good citizens of 
Guyandotte and the farming country to 
the west--now the city of Huntington-­
decided they needed an annual school to 
provide for the education of their 
youngsters. 
Tradition records they met at the 
home of John Laidley, who assumed 
leadership of the project and named the 
new school Marshall Academy in honor 
of his friend, the late Chief Justice John 
Marshall. 
They decided to locate their new 
school on a knoll known as "Maple 
Grove," site of a small log building called 
Mount Hebron Church. The structure 
also has served for some time as a 
subscription school for the area, open 
but three months each year. 
It remained a subscription school that 
summer, conducted by Isaac H. Peck. It 
wasn't until March 30, 1838, that the 
General Assembly of Virginia passed an 
act formally incorporating Marshall 
Academy and appointing Laidley and 
eight other men as trustees. 
On June 30 of that year, the trustees 
purchased from James and Lucy Holder-
by the one and one-fourth acre lot con­
taining their log "academy." The price: 
$40. 
That land is now the site of Old 
Main. 
The trustees proceeded to build a new 
two-story, brick building, 22 feet wide 
and SO feet long, containing four rooms. 
It was completed by February, 1839. 
The first full school term was con­
ducted in 1838-39 with Peck serving as 
principal for a salary of $500. 
In 1850, the academy and its financial 
obligations were accepted by the Con­
ference of the Methodist Episcopal 
Church, South. In 1858, Marshall 
Academy was renamed Marshall Col­
lege. 
The coming of the Civil War nearly 
spelled the end of the young college. 
Lack of financial support, accumulated 
debts, court action and the war itself 
forced the school to close its doors in 
1861. The property was sold at public 
auction. 
Mrs. Salina Mason bought the land 
and building for $1,S0b for her father, 
John W. Hite. He was a Confederate 
sympathizer and could not appear in 
court in his own behalf. For the next few 
years, Hite and his family lived in the 
college building. 
During at least part of the war, a 
small school, probably a subscription 
school, was maintained at the college-­
fulfilling a provision in the original deed 
from James Holderby which specified it 
was to be used" ... for the express pur­
pose of an Accademy (sic) and for no 
other use." The building also was used as 
a hospital during part of the conflict. 
In the fall of 1866, the Southern 
Methodists made an attempt to regain 
control of the property, but were unable 
to raise enough money. 
Meanwhile, the new state of West 
Virginia had recognized the need for an 
institution to train teachers to serve the 
state's public schools. After many 
months of wrangling over location, the 
Legislature on Feb. 27, 1867, voted ap­
proval of a bill establishing a "state 
(continued) 
normal school" to be located at Marshall 
College. 
In order to get the college reopened, 
the voters of Cabell County approved a 
property tax levy amounting to $5,000. 
The state also appropriated funds and on 
Aug. 1, 1867, the schools' regents pur­
chased the lot and building from Mrs. 
Mason for $3,600. The regents of the 
state normal school also authorized ad­
ditions and repairs amounting to about 
$3,800. 
During that period, the regents pur­
chased an additional 10 acres land from 
William P. Holderby for $1,000. It turned 
out that there was a lien against the land 
and the regents had to ask the 
Legislature to authorize condemnation 
in order to obtain a valid title. In 
September, 1868, they obtained 13 and 
three-quarters acres at a price fixed at 
$1,375. This brought the college 
holdings to a total of 15 acres in order 
" . .. that there might be ample room 
around the buildings, and that the 
Steward of the College might be able to 
provide material for his table. . ." 
In 1868, Marshall needed land for 
farming. A hundred years later, the pro­
blem was parking. 
The first session of Marshall College 
as a state normal school began June 15, 
1868, and lasted 10 weeks, but financial 
problems continued to plague the 
school. The Legislature made no ap­
propriation for salaries and expenses for 
the year 1879-80 and Principal A.O. 
Chesterman had to struggle to keep the 
school open with the money received 
from tuition fees. These were not ade­
quate to provide a proper teaching staff. 
Matters began to improve during the 
administration of Thomas E. Hodges 
(1886-1896) as the state gradually in­
creased its financial support. 
During Hodges' last year, 1895-96, the 
school's enrollment exceeded 200 for the 
first time. The 1896 graduating class of 
19 also was a record. 
Hodges was followed by Lawrence J. 
Corbly, who was to serve 19 years-the 
longest tenure of any Marshall president 
with the exception of Stewart H. Smith 
(1946-68). 
Corbly's administration marks a 
major turning point in Marshall's for­
tunes. Enrollment began a steady climb, 
from 258 in 1896-97 to 1,021 by 1907. 
In 1905, construction was started on 
the final section of Old Main. This is the 
familiar "towers" segment facing the 
main entrance to the campus on 16th 
Street. With its completion, Old Main 
consisted of five sections. Reading from 
the east, these were completed in 1898, 
1870, 1899, 1896 and 1907. 
The first edition of the campus 
newspaper, The Parthenon, was pub­
lished in 1898, although there had been 
an earlier newspaper with a different 
name. 
Intercollegiate athletics got their start 
at Marshall during this period, with the 
first football team being fielded in 1898. 
The Marshall teams originally were 
known as the Blue and Black, but the 
now-familiar Green and White colors 
had been adopted by 1904. 
In May, 1907, the board of regents 
adopted a plan for the reorganization of 
the college. Among other things, the 
plan changed Corbly's title from 
"principal" to "president" and raised his 
salary to $2,500 a year. 
In 1907, Marshall was still strictly a 
secondary school. By 1912, the regents 
had added two years of study to the 
school's program, equivalent to the 
freshman and sophomore years in col­
lege. In 1914, President Corbly recom­
mended that ". . .Marshall College 
should be made a 'college' in fact as well 
as in official name--a degree--conferring 
institution." 
But when Corbly retired in 1915, 
Marshall was still a thriving junior col­
lege. 
A few years later, however, his hopes 
were to be realized. In 1920, the State 
Board of Education approved Marshall's 
granting of a bachelor's degree in educa­
tion. Teachers College conferred degrees 
upon four candidates in June, 1921. 
The years ahead were to see steady 
physical and academic expansion and 
Marshall became a university in 1961. By 
the fall of 1981 Marshall had an enroll­
ment exceeding 1 i,800, a full-time 
faculty of 384 and 105 part-time in• 
structors. 
The small academy has become a ma­
jor university operating nine colleges and 
schools: College of Liberal Arts, College 
of Science, College of Education, College 
of Business, Graduate School, School of 
Medicine, Community College, School 
of Nursing and School of Journalism. 
Academic Heraldry The custom of wearing academic regalia in the colleges and universities of the United States has been continuous since Colonial times. The colors indicating fields of study and degrees conferred are now of standard significance and at Marshall University show in the hoods worn by the Master's and Doctoral degree candidates. Hoods for both Master's and Doctor's are made of black, lined with silk chevrons in the official colors of the university conferring the degree, and trimmed with velvet collars in colors distinctive of the degree. The hoods of the Marshall Faculty represent the many institutions and variety of degrees that com­prise a university faculty. MARSHALL UNIVERSITY GRADUATE SCHOOL Master of Arts - White Master of Science - Golden Yellow Master of Business Administration - Drab Master of Arts in Journalism - Crimson Master of Education - Light Blue MARSHALL UNIVERSITY MEDICAL SCHOOL Doctor of Medicine - Green FACULTY HOODS - MASTER'S AND DOCTOR'S Arts and Humanities .......................... White Business and Accountancy ...................... Drab Economics .................................. Copper Education ................................ Light Blue Engineering ................................. Orange Home Economics ............................ Maroon Journalism ................................. Crimson Library Science .............................. Lemon Medicine .................................... Green Music ......................................... Pink Nursing .................................... Apricot Philosophy ............................... Dark Blue Physical Education ........................ Sage Green Science .............................. Golden Yellow Social Science ................................ Cream Theology .................................... Scarlet At Marshall University, holders of the bachelor's degrees do not wear hoods. The color of the tassel on their caps indicates their field of study in accordance with the legend above. 
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Class of 1982 Honor Graduates 
\ 
Bachelor Degree Candidates The bachelor's degrees honor graduates are distinguished by stoles worn with their caps and gowns. The Summa Cum Laude graduates are so distinguished by the Red Stoles and the Magna Cum Laude and Cum Laude graduates are distinguished by the Gold Stoles. Summa Cum Laude These students have attained an over-all academic average of 3.85 to 4.0. Sandra Lynn Childers Terrell Lee Childers Mark Winston Cline Pamela Lynn Grimmett Cline Carla Ann Corkrean Samuel Scott Courts John Reed Davis James Arthur Dodrill Karla Anne Fulks Kristin Lee Gadd Karen Sue Evans Hopkins Eric Wilfred Janssen David Michael Josephs Kelly Sue Kearfott Kitrina Lou Kearfott Rhonda Leigh Kiser Pamela Jayne Lilly James Edward McClure Thomas Earl Miller Jane Ann Hannon Noe Scott Burgess Richards Deborah Suzanne Scott Sheri Lynn Stehle Jan Waltz Sullivan Magna Cum Laude These students have attained an over-all academic average of 3.6 to 3.84. Jeffery Earl Adkins Laura Lane Armstrong Sally Turn bull Atkins Gail Elizabeth Banks Beverly Ann Barnard Kimberly Sue Battin Vicki Lynn Bias Anita Gail Bills Allyson Kay Bird Leigh Ann Bishop William Rickland Brown Bertha Mae Brumfield Ellen Joan Burns Bernice Pack Carter Perry Noah Chaffin Mark A. Chandler Deborah Boyd Click Sandra Lea Conrad Burnie Roger Crabtree Amanda Carol Dailey Timothy Andrew Damron Vicki Jane Dean Kimberly Faye Ewing Jacqueline Sue Ferguson Susan Denise Gullett Richard Jeffrey Hale Brenda Kay Henderson Carol Ellen Herbitter Anne Morton Howie Brenda S. Justice Dianna Givens King Mary Elizabeth Kropka Trina Linn Leone Catherine R. Maddox Cheryl Lynn Martin Kathryn Beth Meadows Kim Deloris Morgan Mitchell Michael Glenn Nern Kathleen Marie O'Hanlon Michael William Orr David Scot Parks Kimberly Sue Perry Sharon Ellen Revay Jill Ellen Robertson Jeanette Marie Rowsey Maureen Elizabeth Salamat Carolyn Rose Schmitt Melissa J. Simmons Angela Diana Smith John Gregory Smith 
James Lee Spurlock, III Cheryl Jeanne Stevens Patricia Adkins Stultz Mary Kay Moneyhun Thomas Terrence Wayne Triplett Paula Ann Vandall Larry William Watson Aaron Morrow Wood Lisa Cunningham Wright 
Cum Laude These students have attained an over-all academic average of 3.3 to 3.59. William Ezra Adams Kimberly Dawn Adkins Tamara Carol Adkins Brian Edward Angle Veronica Gradishar Angle Godwin Chukwuemeka Ariguzo David Marshall Atkinson, Jr. Sharon Elaine Atwood Mark Edward Bailey Brenda Jane Barry Martha Caroline Berry Karin Alm Beveridge William Harold Bostic, II Karen E. Boyce Diana Lee Bragg Lori Diane Bredon Loretta Sharon Blankenship Brown Natalie Diane Brown Cynthia Blair Brumfield Patrice Elaine Burford Mary Lynn Burgess Loretta Ann Burrows Cynthia Gayle Callison Karen Elizabeth Campbell Laura Ann Canterbury Katherine A. Carsner Beverley Jo Jarvis Casto Michael Ray Caudill Charles Wilbur Clark Patricia Runyon Clark Linda Gale Fortner Cline William Robert Cole Mark Timothy Conard Kay Lynne Cunningham Karen Chappell Daniels Lisa Barbee Diamond Sandra Perdue Ellis . Clyde Roy Farley Holley Bennett Faulkner, Jr. Donna Ruth Ferguson Catherine Anne Gallant-Steele Sherri Colleen Genung Michael Warren Gibbs Diana Bunch Griffin Marla Hay Glancy Mark William Gothard Alan J. Greenstein Jody May Hamilton Jane Daugherty Hannum Catherine Jill Harman Brent Eugene Hart Barbara Jean Henson Jennifer Lee Hinerman Susan Kay Holmes Jeri Elizabeth Hughes Lynette Gay Isherwood Jennifer G. Jackson Debra Ann Jett Mildred Rosalee Juba George Garrick Kelly Michael R. Klimtzak Emma Jean Ladd Amy Elizabeth Le:itherberry Max Donald Lederer, Jr. Mark Franklin Leep Elaine Ann Meadows May Beverly A. Maynard Darda Chris McDonnell Kimberly Martha McGehee Rebecca Mullins McNeely Stephanie Diane McNeely Heidi Kivett Miller Mary Brannen Morris Thomas George Moses Marsha Thompson Mounts Sharon Rae Murphy Larry Dean Naylor Dow Micah Ooten Jose Alberto Ottaviano Rhonda Stohrer Polk Cheryl Durst Poling Carter Taylor Rardin Elizabeth Ann Richardson Vernal G. Riffe, III Barbara Jones Riley Reta Kay Roberts Samuel Mitchell Salem Thomas Scott Sennett Susan Cavender Shaffer Richard D. Shell, Jr. R. Michael SimpkinsShelly Ann Pyles SmithCathy Hartley StaatsMark Alden StewartBirdie Adkins StowersGregory Alan TankersleyJanet Lynn Taylor
Rebecca Gayle Thacker 
James Edward Tomblin 
Robert L. Toparis 
Patricia Ann Tooley 
Barbara Elaine Vaughan 
Robert Brent Weese 
Paula Anne Wells 
Lisa C. Whaley 
Karen Marie White 
Jana Beth Williams 
Sheri Kim Willem 
Marc Alan Workman 
Associate Degree Candidates 
The Associate degree honor graduates are distinguished by the Royal Blue Stoles 
worn with their caps and gowns. With High Honors 
These students have attained an over-all 
academic average of 3.7 to 4.0. 
Sally Turnbull Atkins 
Teresa Sharon Ball 
Virginia Lee Cline Bell 
Margaret Peyton Blatt Cash 
Lewis Allen Davis 
Sandra R. Cole Eastham 
Martha Elaine Grubb With Honors 
These students have attained an over-all 
academic average of 3.3 to 3.69. 
Kathy Sue Alvis 
Jane Eleanor Angle 
Janet Leigh Antolini 
Jamie Ann Bailey 
Robyn Chandler 
Gregory Joseph Coram 
Vida C. Curry 
Paula Jean DeBord 
Rita Faye Dudding 
June Ellen Ellcessor 
Hershall Ferguson 
Mary Emma Lemaster Ferguson 
Mary Ann Grubbs Fox 
Michael Dwayne Hodges 
Christopher Wyatt Johnson 
Lisa Kay Hatten 
Amanda Lea Miller 
Margaret Jo Kadar Proops 
Andrea Dawn Ramey Rayfield 
Lynne Stephens 
Dawn Schneider Surya 
Terri Lynn Johnson 
Sara Tonya Kiser 
Robin Renee Louderback 
Jamie L. Martin 
Maria Collins Martin 
Mary Elizabeth Nitardy 
Robin Ann Robinson 
Flem Dennis Rowe 
Daneen Michele Stephens 
Carine Elisa Fankhanel Walker 
Lori Ann Ward 
Lillian Anne Wilkins 
Rebecca Lynn Williamson 
Lori Ann Young 
Military Commissions Reserve Officers' Training Corps 
The following individuals will be commissioned Second Lieutenants in the United 
States Army at Marshall University, May 8, 1982: 
*Anthony Gerar9 Crutchfield, Regular Army (Military Intelligence)
*T ysis Charles Fletcher, United States Army Reserve (Transportation)
*Max Donald Lederer, Jr., Regular Army
Michael David Martin, United States Army Reserve
*John Steven Myers, United States Army Reserve (Engineers)
Richard Donley Puckett, United States Army Reserve (Armor)
Carol Lynn Rogers, United States Army Reserve (Military Intelligence)
Robert Howard Rorrer, United States Army Reserve (Infantry)
*James Madison Sparks, United States Army Reserve (Infantry)
*James Lee Spurlock, III, Regular Army (Transportation)
Eric Douglas Stephenson, United States Army Reserve (Military Police)
Ronald William Stiltner, Jr., United States Army Reserve (Transportation)
Pamela Sue Sturm, United States Army Reserve (Signal)
William Richard Taylor, United States Army Reserve (Military Police)
The following named individuals have been commissioned Second Lieutenants in
the United States Army since May 1981:
Ronald Dale Bumgardner, United States Army Reserve (Field Artillery)
Mickey Edward Porter, United States Army Reserve (Engineers)
Katharine Lynn Johnson, United States Army Reserve (Ordnance)
Wilfred James Plumley, Jr., United States Army Reserve (Ordnance)
*Distinguished Military Candidates
PHOTO BY JEFF HENDERSON 
Candidates and 
Degrees Granted 
College of Education Candidates presented by Dr. Phillip J. Rusche, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 8, 1982 
Bachelor of Arts 
Elise Fleshman Adkins 
Kimberly Dawn Adkins 
Tammie Jean Thompson Adkins 
Veronica Gradishar Angle 
Laura Lane Armstrong 
Mark Edward Bailey 
Betty Caldwell Bargerhuff 
Beverly Ann Barnard 
Suzanna Jane Barnes 
Brenda Jane Barry 
Hazel Boyce Bartram 
Tammy Lou Belt 
Karen E. Boyce 
Diana Lee Bragg 
Diana Lynn Brown 
Natalie Diane Brown 
Ellen Joan Burns 
Loretta Ann Burrows 
Deborah Ann Butler 
Katherine A. Carsner 
Bruce Carter 
Beverley Jo Jarvis Casto 
Elizabeth Diane Wright Caudill 
Diana Bartoe Chafin 
Robin Leigh Chaney 
Terri Lynn Clagg 
Patricia Runyon Clark 
Linda Gale Fortner Cline 
Pamela Lynn Grimmett Cline 
Sandra Lea Conrad 
Andrea Lynn Contino 
Roy Brent Cox 
Burnie Roger Crabtree 
Carroll Wayne Doss 
Lucy Anne Edwards 
Clyde Roy Farley 
Rebecca Leigh Farley 
Donna Ruth Ferguson 
Jacqueline Sue Ferguson 
Karen Sue Anne Fox 
Joseph Regis Fralic 
Ann P. Garnett 
Frances Maria Gattuso 
Michael Warren Gibbs 
Kimberly Dawn Glazier 
Susan Denise Gullett 
Arlene Dawn Haddox 
Helen Maria Hage 
Leola Morris Hairston 
Anne Hardy Haydu 
Teresa Guthrie Heiner 
Jamie Hazlett Henry 
Terri Lee Hill 
Jennifer Lee Hinerman 
Tanya Lee Holmes 
Karen Sue Evans Hopkins 
Anne Morton Howie 
Loretta Gessler Illar 
Lynette Gay Isherwood 
Jennifer G. Jackson 
Elizabeth Ann Johnson 
Brenda S. Justice 
Jill Ann Kearns 
Gregory Richard Kennedy 
Kelli Ann Kerley 
Senna Elizabeth Kerr 
Ethel Irene Lewis Kinder 
Marsha H. Kinder 
Harriette Lynn Hirons Kirk 
Rhonda Leigh Kiser 
Lori Ann Klinger 
Susan Parry Knisely 
Amy Elizabeth Leatherberry Rebecca Jane Lyons Freer Romie Mace, III Tammy L. Mandeville Valerie Jane Mann Perfidia Elizabeth Mayo Derek Cameron McDaniel Keith Allen McGuire Lynn M. McLaughlin Stephanie Diane McNeely Mary Agnes McNeish Kevin Keith Meadows Kelly Jean Messinger Joel S. Milam Dollnita Miller Heidi Kivett Miller Kim Deloris Morgan Mitchell Marsha Campbell Moore Thomas George Moses Sharon Rae Murphy Megen Elizabeth Nardo Debora Ann Newman Jane Ann Hannon Noe Dona Rene Nuckols Kim Douglas Nutter Robin Lee O'Neal Becky Ann Owens Lisa Ann Parks Sheila Jeanette Patterson Pamela Lee Payne Joy Gail Perry Kimberly Sue Perry Cheryl Durst Poling Vickie Sue Pruett Phyllis Marie Riffe Monika Gertrud Ross Carolyn Rose Schmitt Sally 'Elizabeth Shipley Melissa J. Simmons Douglas Anthony Smith Letitia Annise Smith Martha Ann Smith Shelly Ann Pyles Smith Susan Elizabeth Smith Gloria Baxter Snavely Cathy Hartley Staats Michael W. Staats Dottie Lou Messer Stepp Elizabeth Kay Sturgeon Beth Ann Summers Denise Jo Taylor Janet Lynn Taylor Danny K. Tennant Irene Ray Thomas Christopher B. Trigg Paula Ann Vandall Barbara Elaine Vaughan Patricia A. Walker Rebecca Lynne Harris Walker Patrick Stephen Ward Dena Rose Wellman Lisa C. Whaley Karen Marie White Timothy Alan Wilcox Sheri Kim Willem Brynathyn Eddene Williams Linda Wilson Wimer Aaron Morrow Wood Linda J. Woodrum Kimberly McClure Woods Amy Elizabeth Wright Jan Ellen Wright Laura Jean Wyant Bachelor of Science Rebecca Sue Bernard Susan Frances Kortz Vickie Lynn Webb 
Degrees Granted December 19, 1981 Bachelor of Arts Carolyn Jo Adkins Linda Carol Adkins Matthew Peter Arvon Gail Elizabeth Banks Karin Alm Beveridge Craig Allen Bias Peggy Dixon Blount Loretta Sharon Blankenship Brown Bertha Mae Brumfield Nancy Yvonne Burdette Patrice Elaine Burford Cynthia Gayle Callison Melody Ann Casto Delores Smith Cooke Vicki Lynn Cox Pamela Lea Dahlheim Cathy Richard Danford Vicki Jane Dean Lisa Barbee Diamond Rex Hesser Dillinger George Burnett Elliott Janie Joanne Ferrell Patricia Lynn Flannery Nena England Frank Noah David Frantz Dawn Michele Fullerton Roy Michael Giles Jeannie Annette Godby Karen Gates Hamilton Edward Harper, Jr. Lori Ellen Henry Barbara Jean Henson Carol Ellen Herbitter Julee Blair Honaker Donna Burcham Hunt Deborah Ann Hutton Theresa Susan Kimler Margaret Elaine Leach Michael John Leep JoAnn Marshall Elaine Ann Meadows May Rebecca Mullins McNeely Debra Ruth Money Diane Bell Morris Linda Sue Nance Paula L. Midkiff Nelson Michael William Orr Curtis Brent Pack Pamela Ellen Paugh Allen Douglas Payne Brenda Lee Phelps Elizabeth Anne Pinkard Deanna Claudene Caldwell Pottorff Gregory Scott Rash Donna Beth Reese Barbara Jones Riley Lisa Diane Riley 
LeeAnne Lambert Rozzell Deborah Suzanne Scott Kathy J. Shelton Rita Gaye Simmons Kelly Ann Smith Kelly Joan Stepp Patricia Ann Stewart Shirley Ann Lanning Thompson Richard James Welch Seth Wayne White Ruth Ellen Wickline Jane Ann Gilchrist Wilson Angela Darlene Wise
Degrees Granted August 21, 1981 Bachelor of Arts Susanna Gay Bailey Cathy Ann Bond Roy Vaughn Boyes Paula Slone Burdette Colleen Marie Burrows Suzanne Montgomery Carson Bernice Pack Carter Richard Edward Corwin, ll Cheryl Ann Crawford Kristin Lee Gadd Sherri Colleen Genung Jennifer Mounts Hagaman Kelly Annese Hanson Tami Suzann Jarrell Elaine Ann King Cecilia Anne Lacy Mary Patricia Lamb Louann Leone Arthur Lilly Robin Renee Louderback Monica Jean Marshall Marsha Thompson Mounts Dow Micah Ooten Rebecca Ellen Osborne Lee Ann Paisley Debra Ruth Price Judith Ann Sayre Ernest Edward Sparks Margaret Ann Stacks Patricia Stowers Stepp 
Degrees Granted July 17, 1981 Bachelor of Arts Donna Renee Aleshire Tamara Sue Allyn Barbara Ellen Black Elam Edmond H. Fry, II Teresa Ann Harper Robert Kirkland Pamela Leigh Mullins Leonard Sandra Kay Eads Oates Margaret L. Rollins College of Education Bachelor of Science Penny Watkins Belknap Michael Joseph Lockhart Charles Phillip McNelis David Wayne Thompson Gregory Alan Tankersley Carol Sue Hunnicut Wellman Regina Workman Bachelor of Science Cynthia Steele Barnette Brenda Bleidt Hager Andrew Hamilton Hayes Brian Edward Miller Richard J. Powers, Jr. Karen Kelly Price Natalie Dawn Rodefer Mark Kenneth Ryan Rebecca Gayle Thacker Lola Ann Wellman Jana Beth Williams Jesse Woodrow Womack Lisa Cunningham Wright 
College of Liberal Arts Candidates presented by Dr. Alan B. Gould, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 8, 1982 Bachelor of Arts William Ezra Adams Abdulaziz Ahmad Al-Abbad Susan Michele Anderson Roger Allen Bare Linda Carol Bays Martha Caroline Berry Allyson Kay Bird Sandra Lee Bird Kimberly Ann Blake Carol McDowell Bond Ellyn Denise Bowers Karen Elizabeth Campbell Gwen Dean Coovert Stephen J. Crawford Anthony Gerard Crutchfield James Arthur Dodrill John Frederick Edwards Kathryn Hare Tucci Edwards Davana Farris Joy Lynn Farrish Beth Ferguson Howard Justin Frye Justin Fredric Gibson Margaret Ann Goodwin Regina Ida Gore Susan Carol Greenwell Denise Irene Grubbs Patricia Lynn Hale Jody May Hamilton Lucena Lea Hardman Beth Ann Heflin Jannell Pack Hess Melinda A. Hildreth Elizabeth Anne Hill Jeri Elizabeth Hughes Moniqua Hall Hynus Patrice Ann Jackson Mark Alan Jenkins Debra Ann Jett Linda Ann Johnson Michael Lee Johnson Gregory S. Jones Patrick David Jones Mildred Rosalee Juba Renee Kau&nan T. Kent KeyserAnnette Gayle KingDianna Givens KingMax Donald Lederer, Jr.Trina Linn LeoneLinda Gale LivelyRegenia Adair LucasCharles David LustyAlisa Lou MaukDiane Ruth McClainRonna Gay McClureGregory McCutcheonMary Lou McFarlandKathryn Beth MeadowsDonzella MedcalfPhillip MershonSharon Elizabeth MitchellKathy J. MorrisonRandall Kelly MullinsCaryn Ann MurryJean C. NeelMichael Glenn NernLinda Ruth NuzumJane Ellen PeakChristy Beth PerryRhonda Stohrer PolkRichard PuckettSusan Anne RaineLinda Marie ReeserScott Burgess RichardsBetty Jane Brogan RickmanJill Ellen RobertsonJeanette Marie RowseyMaureen Elizabeth SalamatJoyce Ann SchoolcraftBecky Katherine SheaDouglas Allen SheilsPenny Lynn ShortDiana L. Sole Jean Ellen Sparks Jan Waltz Sullivan Craig Sutphin Mary Kay Moneyhun Thomas Wilford Irvin "Tad" Walden Joyce Ann Webb Paula Anne Wells Sheryl Lynn White Dryel Williams Marc Ellis Williams Kathy Young Bachelor of Science Susan Dabney Adams Hazzaa Al-Nozhah Joseph Allen Altizer Rebecca Ann Armstrong Charles Hugh Bean, Jr. Robert Earl Bright, Jr. Paige Brough William Rickland Brown Sandra Perdue Ellis Steven Bruce Friedman Treva Jane Handley Lisa Gail Hanshaw Daniel Wayne Hoover Jill Elaine Lester Jill Lewis Jennifer Little William Gerald Lunsford Douglas Ward McCoy Kimberly Martha McGehee Brenda Kay Murray Timothy Joseph Nelson David Lance Revels Kathy Denise Slover Debra Darlene Smarr Derryl Lennoel Strong Tammy Keller Summers Eric Thomas 
Mary Vega 
Bettye Ann Watson 
Roberta Lee Woolfolk 
Bachelor of Social Work 
Mary Margaret Moriarty 
Laura Beth Tennant 
College of Liberal Arts Bachelor of Fine Arts 
Timothy Bassford 
James Morris-Smith 
Till Ann Oliver 
Degrees Granted December 19, 1981 Bachelor of Arts 
George Frederick Allen 
Kamyar M. Arasteh 
Leigh Ann Bishop 
Marjorie Ruth Caldwell 
Ralph Timothy Clay 
Michael Dean DuPay 
Rebecca Ann Early 
Carol Ann Egnatoff 
Mark Steven Esslinger 
Darlene Virginia Farmer 
Karen Brook Foster 
Steven Blake Garske 
Tammie Etta Hatfield 
Judith Lynn Hobbs 
Angela Hagler Howard 
Tamela Renee Huffman 
Roger Lynn Kissinger 
Albert Lewis, Jr. 
Leonor Christine Lewis 
Deborah June Matthew 
Denise Gale McIntyre 
Kelly Kathleen Meadows 
Patricia Ann Morris 
John Donald Morrison 
Pamela Ann Munday 
Oliver Thomas Napier 
Vanessa Rae Phelps 
Jeff Wesley Sadler 
Gregory Leon Sargent 
Robin Beth Stewart 
Glenn Ellis Stotts 
Thomas Howard Taylor Bachelor of Science 
Ali Khalaph Al-Harbi 
Gregory James Donohoe 
Rebecca Jane Greenleaf 
Emma Jean Ladd 
Russell Brian Lewis 
Michael Edward Martin 
Degrees Granted August 21, 1981 Bachelor of Arts 
Margaret Elaine Andrews 
Kenneth Johnson Blach� 
Joel Douglas Bradburn 
Ronald Dale Bumgardner 
Terrell Lee Childers 
Charles David Griffith 
Farrokh Owyar-Hosseini 
Dianne Louise Prichard 
Vicky Troy Riley 
Stephen Craig Sluss 
Deborah Powers Miller 
Amy Anne Sexton Bachelor of Social Work 
Diane Marie Bryer 
Nancy Lynn Simmons 
Vanessa Lolita Washington Bachelor of Fine Arts 
Suzanna Leigh Bailey Bachelor of Science 
James Arlen Crabtree 
Sharon Marie Foley 
Teresa Nickell Hicks 
Degrees Granted July 17, 1981 Bachelor of Arts 
Martin Alan Griffith 
Mark Franklin Leep 
Mitra Mirfatahi 
James Bernard Poindexter 
Terri Jill Scarberry 
Sheri Sue Snyder 
Debra Ann Sparks 
Amy Lou Stear 
Bachelor of Science 
Paulette Cook 
James Wyatt Merritt 
Rose Sharon Sexton 
Bachelor of Social Work 
Deanna McDonie Boblett Associate in Science 
Cathy Crabtree Wright 
--
College of Business Candidates presented by Dr. Sara E. Anderson, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 8, 1982 Bachelor of Business Administration Keith Hall Adams Jeffery Earl Adkins Tamara Carol Adkins Chuks Louis Agusiegbe Lisa Marie Alexander David Rodney Allen Godwin Chukwuemeka Ariguzo Jerry 0. Bartoe Doris G. Bates Kenneth B. Beck Robert Chavis Billups Raymond Blackburn Bruce K. Boone Gary Patrick Botta Debbie Kay Braenovich J. Wesley BrammerJacqueline S. BrooksCynthia Blair BrumfieldRobert Walter BucklandPatricia BurnsideTimothy Charles BurrissPaul E. Cales, Jr.Michael D. CallJulie Anne CallicoatLaura Ann CanterburyPerry Noah ChaffinMark A. ChandlerKaren Kay ChildersSandra Lynn ChildersDeborah Boyd ClickWilliam Robert ColePaula Marie CollinsMark Timothy ConardGregory Lewis CraddockJ. Joseph CunninghamKay Lynne CunninghamAmanda Carol DaileyAndra Lea DanserJoseph Patrick DevenyRick A. Dillon Jack H. Dorton, Jr. Robin Adkins Dunkle Charles Howard Elkins Harold Oseloka Emesiani Leonard Ezeadum Mitzi L. Farrell Andrew Wallace Fischer Terri Lee Fitzwater Angela Phelps Friley Harry Martin Gardner Mark Joseph George Gerald Lee Gilkerson Albert Jackson Gore, Jr. Robert Edward Graham James Paul Grass Mark Richard Groves Russell L. Groves Mark Edwin Guinn Mark Lee Gunter Barbara Ann Haas Rodney Paul Hardy Paul Eric Harless Catherine Jill Harman Brent Eugene Hart Andrew Hawley Jeffrey Lee Hayes Stuart Lee Heironimus Brenda Kay Henderson Ray Malcolm Hess, Jr. Helen B. Higgins Joyce Karel Hill James I. Hite, Jr. Nadia Jean Hodge Susan Kay Holmes Randall R. Honeycutt Nene Edward Ifeanyichukwu Igwe (Snr) Dwight David Jackson Michael Terrence Jarrell Daniel Webster Jeffers Mark Justmann Jeffers B. Kathleen Keesucker-RaviMary Elizabeth KiddRichard Lee KissingerMichael R. KlimtzakKimberly Anne KronleinMary Elizabeth KropkaDale Franklin KyleJeffrey Brian LairdVirgil L. Langdon, Jr.Doretta Ann LawJames Brenter LayneBruce Eugene LevisayDeborah Elaine LewisMark Franklin MassieMichael Scott MassiePamela Harless MancusoJoseph Keith MathisSharon Lynn MayKaren Jean MaynardWilliam Clinton MaynardKathy Jane MaysJames Edward McClureMatthew Kent McKinneyMary Helen McMorranRebecca C. MeadeJack William MeaseRussell L. MittenctorfStephen Gregory MorehouseDavid Joseph MuellerEdward Bartow NicholsKimberly Ann NicholsLeigh Ann NicholsJoseph Ross OliverGail Elaine OsborneGregory Collins PerryJames David Perry, Jr.Jeffrey Dale PerryRenick Dale PerryWilliam Edward PerryJerry Alan Phillips
' j 
Susan Dess Pilcher James Paul Poling Teresa Lynn Porter Daniel B. Radcliffe Judith P. Ramell Debra Jean Ramsey Patrick J. Reger Vernal G. Riffe, III Beverly Sue Riggs Jan E. Riley Richard A. Robinson Anthony James Romeo Carl William Roop Richard L. Rothwell Jeffrey A. Rowe Pamela Gayle Rucker Joseph Gerard Sassier Neal Wyatt Scaggs, Jr. David Lee Seivard, Jr. Susan Cavender Shaffer Richard D. Shell, Jr. Edward Gary Sloane, Jr. Angela Diana Smith John Gregory Smith James Lee Spurlock, III Mark Grant Stafford Timothy Duncan Stark Victoria J. Peters Stark Sheri Lynn Stehle Mary Lou Stratton Juanita F. Suffridge Stephanie Dzintra Sutton Danny Wayne Thomas Doris Renee Thompson William M. Tiano Anna McMillion Tomlinson Etta J. Tweedy Joseph M. Vaughan, II William Arthur Vaughan Ronald Francis Vest Charles Edward Walker Denise Elaine Walker Michael C. Ward Thomas Eugene Waugh Rebecca Sue Weaver Robert Brent Weese Danny Wayne Weiss John M. Welch Susan Edmonds Whisman Nancy Margaret White Carolyn Sue Wilkes Michael Francis Williams Russell Steven Williams Thomas William Wimer Jerry Wayne Winters Stephen Mark Woomer Mary Jo Young Bachelor of Science Debra Lynn Adkins Robin Diane Belcher John Reed Davis Kyle David Schafer Cheryl Jeanne Stevens Mark Alden Stewart 
Degrees Granted December 19, 1981 Bachelor of Business Administration Kevin Nigel Adams Brian Edward Angle Sharon Elaine Atwood Bruce Dwaynn Bias Carol Gilkerson Bivens William Scott Blake James A. Boblett William Harold Bostic, II Mischelle Johnson Bryson Robert Ira Bumpus, II Edward Robert Cavanaugh, Jr. Ricky Dale Chapman Charles Wilbur Clark Mark Winston Cline Carla Ann Corkrean David Paul Creamer Brenda Jo Cunningham James Michael Dawson Timothy Duane Dayhoff Victor Daniel Diaz Keith Leclercq Errett David Edward Fischer Barbara Jean Fittro James David Fitzpatrick James Michael Goodwin Mark William Gothard Alan J. Greenstein Valerie Jean Gross Richard Jeffrey Hale Richard L. Harker Ricky Jay Hatfield Jeffrey Andrew Holland Keith Ray Jones Cynthia Aline Kachmer John Edward Kellam, II Stephen William Langdon Charles Edward Lux Thomas Floyd Maynard Bruce Allen McLaughlin Thomas Earl Miller Joyce Ann Mohn Mary Brannen Morris Larry Dean Naylor Rhonda Kay Noffsinger John Andrew Norton Alphonsus Chidi Obinwanne Jayne Cevera Perry Wetzel Paul Perry Michael Robert Prettyman Henry Garland Proctor, Jr. Thomas Micheal Rice Reta Kay Roberts David Walburn Sager, II Samuel Mitchell Salem William Kevin Schrader Beverly Gale Selbe Thomas Scott Sennett Jeffrey Enke Shaner Rosetta June Simpson Nellie Audrene Slash Thomas Booth Smirl Timothy Lee Snyder Brian Monroe Stickley Birdie Adkins Stowers Daniel Joseph Ware Nancy Marie Webb Mary Kathryn Welch Robert Vernon Wilcox, Jr. Kenneth Lee Williams 
Michael Paul Williams Stephen Charles Young Bachelor of Science Cheryl Lynn Martin 
Degrees Granted August 21, 1981 Bachelor of Business Administration Drema Kay Acord Vicki Lynn Bias Scot Miles Braun Debra Lynn Brown David Alan Bryan Daniel Neil Butcher Vicki Ann D' Amico David Gordon Dunkle Thomas Larry Fenstermacher Carolyn Ann Hagy Darda Chris McDonnell James David Perry 
Degrees Granted July 17, 1981 Bachelor of Business Administration David K. Arnett Ronald L. Dailey George Patrick Dille Jeffrey Shaun George Ronald Gilmore Lawrence Patrick Holtzapfel Richard McChesney Jordan William Thomas Kirby, Jr. College of Business Janet Brown Reams Carolyn Marie Riley Brenda Bowers Staton Janie Mae Strong Peggy Wood Wallace Gregory D. Wright Mark Kerlin Lyon James Wesley Meek James Lacy Meredith 
College of Science 
Candidates presented by Dr. E. S. Hanrahan, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 8, 1982 Bachelor of Science Katherine Gardner Alhadeff Jeffrey Dean Bane Anita Gail Bills Mary Lynn Burgess Gregory S. Bush Suzanne R. Cantor Michael Ray Caudill Kathryn Truslow Clemens Samuel Scott Courts Kerima Lynn Crites Linda Jonelle Duff Kimberly Faye Ewing Holley Bennett Faulkner, Jr. Karla Anne Fulks James Geza Gaal Catherine Anne Gallant-Steele Gary Wayne Hatcher Timothy Frederick Hatfield Eric Wilfred Janssen David Bruce Johnson George Garrick Kelly Pamela Jayne Lilly Andrew G. Lucas, Jr. Catherine R. Maddox James Allen Martin, Jr. Jamie Meade Josephine Montero Charles William Moore Todd Robert Morgan James Alsworth Mynes George Naum, Ill Kathleen Marie OHanlon David Scot Parks Kenneth Gerald Perdue James W. Rice, II Valerie Peebles Richardson Cathy Dianne Richmond Charles Granville Riddle Theresa Jayne Riggs Erdulfo Antonio Romero, Jr. Cheryl Jean Sauer R. Michael Simpkins Mark Earle Slaughenhoupt James Franklin Spears, II John Todd Spoor Karen Lynn Sprague Richard Stratton Pamela Sue Sturm Richard David Thompson James Edward Tomblin Robert L. Toparis Terrence Wayne Triplett Larry William Watson Marc Alan Workman Bachelor of Arts Joseph Stephen Molnar Bachelor of Science in Chemistry William Randal Belcher Lori Diane Bredon David Michael Josephs Patricia Ann Tooley Bachelor of Science in Medical Technology Beverly Ann Brown Black Jay Gieseking Janet Lynne Jarvis Victoria Lynn Mason Beverly A. Maynard Carolyn Elizabeth Oshel Bachelor of Science in Cytotechnology Carla Spurlock Akers Marla Hay Glancy Sue Lambert Sharon Ellen Revay Associate in Science Alice R. Barbour Christine Anne Godgluck Tammy Lynn Hess Chang-Shan Hsu Kimberly Sue Short Carine Elisa Fankhanel Walker J i 
College of Science Degrees Granted December 19, 1981 Bachelor of Science Kimberly Sue Battin Shefica Audell Beard Norman Patrick Clay Deborah Creech Jones Kelly Sue Kearfott Kitrina Lou Kearfott Jose Alberto Ottaviano Michael Ray Patrick Elizabeth Ann Richardson Donald Lee Thompson Jeffrey Kent Thompson Geoffrey Davisson Ward Bachelor of Arts Glenn Harold Whitt Bachelor of Science in Chemistry Derek Brooks Workman Bachelor of Science in Cytotechnology Tamara Lynn Dingess Associate in Applied Science Tammy Hawthorne Degrees Granted August 21, 1981 Bachelor of Science James Clark Fisher Carl Henry Frisch Shadrouz Kianouri Angel Alberto Lago, Jr. Craig McDonald Minton Edward Alan Turner Bachelor of Arts Robert Allen Watterson Degrees Granted July 17, 1981 Bachelor of Science Timothy Andrew Damron Sherri Jane Davis Phillips Champion Emmons, Jr. Christian Chukwumah Ezeagwu 
School of Nursing Candidates presented by Dr. Phyllis F. Higley, Dean Candidates for Degrees May 8, 1982 Bachelor of Science in Nursing 
Amy Leigh Bartholomew 
Ava Gibson Bostic 
Karen Chappell Daniels 
Laura Boggs Darby 
Vivian Anita Grate 
Diana Bunch Griffin 
Jane Daugherty Hannum 
Jennifer Lynne Hurd 
Freda Lois Ingles 
Virginia Anne Kimmel 
Yufong Liu 
Lea Anne McCoy Associate in Science in Nursing 
Irene Maria Martinez Arruda 
Jayne Ann Ashworth 
William Michael Barrow 
Kelly Lynn Bradshaw 
Carol Ann Call 
Virginia Hooper Carver 
Lisa Dawn Burdette Cole 
Delon Lee Conger 
Frances Ann Conley 
Brenda Faye G:rockett,Brown 
Anne Margaret Cutlip 
Paula Jean DeBord 
Lucia Carol Eskew 
Beverly Ann Bradley Gearhart 
Betsy Dawn Given 
Barbara Abbott Gorham 
John Richard Graham 
Patricia Louise Graham 
Teresa Ann Grigsby 
Robin Stone Hatfield 
Mary Marlene Highwart 
Lisa Kay Valentine Huff 
Claudia Lea Jarrell 
Christopher Wyatt Johnson 
Kimberly Jo Martin 
Maria Collins Martin 
Margaret Anne McCoy 
Karen Eileen Melton 
Amanda Lea Miller 
Cecilia D. Wyatt Nagler 
Jonathan Nemeth 
Trina Lynn Perry 
Deborah Kaye Pfeffer 
Sandra Damron Poland 
Donna Kay Riley 
Lori Ann Rutherford 
Linda Gail Miller 
Jeanna Radford Stowers 
Patricia Adkins Stultz 
Gemma Ratliff Syar 
Delores Virginia Lowen Wigglesworth 
Florence Veronica Wills 
Linda Kay Shipley 
Cindy Lou Hatten Smith 
Kimberly Ann Smith 
David Keith Sowards, Jr. 
Phyllis Mary Stalker 
Judie Kay Cox Stanley 
Robin Lynn Stinnett 
Julie Fay Sturgeon 
Kristi Leigh Suits 
Dawn Schneider Surya 
Paula Ann Taylor 
Carla Ann Tirone 
Susan Williams Toulouse 
Kathleen Heath Watrous 
Robin Lynn Weed 
Melanie Chapman Welker 
LizaBeth Lee Wolfe Degree Granted December 19, 1981 Associate in Science in Nursing 
Juanita McCollum Harris 
School of Nursing Degree Granted August 21, 1981 Bachelor of Science in Nursing 
Janice Walters Judy 
I' 
Regents Bachelor of Arts Degree 
Candidates presented by Dr. Olen E. Jones, Jr., Provost 
Candidates for Degrees May 8, 1982 Sandra Maynard Alban Karin Kay McCreery Angelo Sally Turnbull Atkins David Marshall Atkinson Mark Alan Bartoe Thomas Jeffrey Beatty Vicki Egnor Bertie Billy Glenn Billups David Roper Birch Richard Lee Butler Martha E. Monts Case Robert Edward Chisler Carolyn Killen Custer Mary Lumbard D' Alessandro Michael David Deal L. Kitty Davis HackneyRobert S. HallIna Womack HollandEivind Sigvart HommeMark Edward JacksonFaye H. LesherMelony Ann McGant George I. Mc Vey William Perry Meadows Roger Lynn Mooney David J. Pennington Carter Taylor Rardin Pamela Neva Richards John L. Rucker Roger Franklin Topping Terrence Anthony Welty Joyce Wise Roger Kim Wolfe 
Degrees Granted December 19, 1981 Regents Bachelor of Arts Stephanie Witt Bellomy Billy G. Boggs Edgar Dennis Craiger Bryan Richard Deem R. Edward DeckerJanet Louise Miller FergusonMunavra Feroze Thomas Jackson George John Gregory Gluck Leonard Arthur Hand Herbert Howard Harris, III Steven Wayne Hatcher Amy Patricia Hathaway Scotti Rebecca Kelley 
Degrees Granted August 21, 1981 Regents Bachelor of Arts Lorelei-Lee Stephany Bowers Lee Martin Goldstein Claudette Bess Nichols Clifford Douglas Phillips Chris Allen McGuffin Charles Edward O'Roark Cynthia M. Ramsey Donald Patrick Rogers Bradie Andi Shaffer, Jr. Betty Lou Pullen Sturgeon Michelle Marie Ware Mary Bryant Withrow 
Degrees Granted July 17, 1981 Regents Bachelor of Arts Glenda Greenwood Adkins James Michael Adkins Andrew Terrian Coiner Joyce Smith Gianato Regents Bachelor of Arts Degree Wilbert Thaw Stewart Heath McIntosh Ward 
I 
I 
Community College Candidates presented by Dr. Paul D. Hines, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 8, 1982 Associate in Applied Science 
Mary Ann Adams 
Jane Eleanor Angle 
Janet Leigh Antolini 
Joyce Arlene Armstrong 
Kelly D. Thacker Artrip 
Jamie Ann Bailey 
Teresa Sharon Ball 
Kathryn Lynn Bays 
Carmella Louise Bell 
Vicky Marie Blackshire 
Myrtle Damelio Blair 
Patsy J. Brumfield 
Virginia Mae Campbell 
Karen Lynne Carden 
Patricia Roxanne Carr 
Robyn Chandler 
Susan E. Clark 
Angela G. Cooper 
Lucinda Kristen Curry 
Vida C. Curry 
Sue C. Cutright 
Lewis Allen Davis 
Kimberly Jean Dingess 
Rita Faye Dudding 
Stacy Lynne Durst 
Sandra R. Cole Eastham 
Madonna Marie Farrell 
Hershall Ferguson 
Pamela Sue Flint 
Mary Ann Grubbs Fox 
Carol Jean Glod 
Mary Jo Graham 
Judith Ann Gravely 
Martha Elaine Grubb 
Roberta Ann Honaker Hale 
Sherri Elaine Hall 
Debra L. Harless 
Penny Jill Belcher Harshbarger 
Lisa Kay Hatten 
Janet Lynn Hibbitts 
Kimberly Ann Hollis 
Cassandra Hosey 
Lynn C. Howard 
Susan Marie Jarvis 
Terri Lynn Johnson 
Candy L. Kesecker 
Sara Tonya Kiser 
William John Paul Koerner 
Deborah Ellen Lauderman 
Ruth Ann Layne 
Kathy Jo Lewis 
Robin Renee Louderback 
Barbara Goff Mangus 
Mary Kay Marshall 
Jamie L. Martin 
Shelly D. Mills 
Jeanne Ann Mueller 
Kimberly Sue Oliver 
Dennis ltoe Orume 
Sharon Ann Premo 
Mary Ann Price 
Margaret Jo Kadar Proops 
Andrea Dawn Ramey Rayfield 
Tamra Lynn Richardson 
Robin Ann Robinson 
Vanessa L. Skeens 
Christopher A. Skiles 
Suzanne Joyce Spencer 
Debra Annette Staley 
Daneen Michele Stephens 
Doris Ann Stover 
Rebecca Sue Tate 
Karen Louise Teach 
Patricia Ann Tobia 
Mark Anthony Uraco 
Keith Malcolm Vass 
Lori Ann Ward 
Lisa Lynn White 
Associate in Arts 
Virginia Lee Cline Bell 
l 
Community College 
Degrees Granted December 19, 1981 Associate in Applied Science Teresa Abney Kathy Sue Alvis Pamela Stone Asbury Sally Turnbull Atkins Margaret Peyton Blatt Cash Myrna Deal Conrad Gregory Joseph Coram Charles Kenneth Coughenour Brenda Melissa Dawkins Kimberly Pat Dillon June Ellen Ellcessor Patricia Randolph Frye Sandra Sue Groves Mary Jo Harris Durinda Gail Hill Michael Dwayne Hodges Holly Ann Johnson Sharon Elizabeth Lent Terry Deane Ley Katherine J. Marich Rebecca Sue Miller Robert Wayne Miller Randall Frank Munsey Mary Elizabeth Nitardy Terry Thomas Osborne Frances Ramsey Debra Kim Robertson 
Degree Granted August 21, 1981 Associate in Applied Science Joan Marie Henderson 
Degrees Granted July 17, 1981 Associate in Applied Science Susan P. Bodnar Mary Emma Lemaster Ferguson Gary Lee Utchek Associate in Arts Lynne Stephens Flem Dennis Rowe Cheryl Ann Shamblin Donna Watts Spurlock Glenna Louise Stewart Scott David Stinson Teresa Lynn Stone Pamela Jane Tefft Loretta Ann Thomas Rose Mary Tomich Kathy Jean Tooley Lillian Anne Wilkins Rebecca Lynn Williamson Lori Ann Young 
-
Graduate School Candidates presented by Dr. Paul D. Stewart, Dean 
Candidates for degrees May 8, 1982 
Master of Arts 
Bette Cromer Althof 
Lenoir Rhyne College Counseling 
Marcia Jean Amici 
West Liberty State College Early Childhood Education 
Betty McFann Barbour 
Marshall University Elementary Education 
Nancy Lovett Basile 
Marshall University Art 
John L. Bensey 
Concord College Counseling 
Melissa Ruth Comer Bibbey 
Marshall University Library Science Education 
Dana G. Bowen 
Marshall University Elementary Education 
Mary Lee Boyer 
Ohio State University Library Science Education 
Dennis R. Bozic 
Marshall University Art 
Camilla Ann Brammer 
Marshall University Speech Charles Franklin Brown West Virginia State College Art Gustee Brown, Jr. Syracuse University Political Science Lisle G. Brown University of Utah History Joni S. Webb Byus Marshall University Special Education Joe Middleton Cannon United States Military Academy Political Science Patricia Sherman Chafin Pikeville College Educational Administration Beverly Ann Smith Childers Marshall University Special Education Paula Tammie Click Marshall University History Frances Alberta Cline Marshall University Elementary Education Sharon Elaine Collins Marshall University Elementary Education Marlene Hale Compton Marshall University Educational Supervision Oliverio Cortez-y-Cortez University of Charleston Sociology Lura Cremeans Marshall University Speech Pathology and Audiology Ann J. Deutch Northwestern University Biological Sciences Robin Welter Dotson Marshall University Speech Pathology and Audiology Elizabeth Noel Earl Marshall University Speech Tamara Lynann Eye Marshall University Home Economics Martin John Finch University of Keele Speech Shirley D. Fortney Fairmont State University Elementary Education Helen Virginia Gardner Marshall University English 
Constance Betty Louise Gearhart Marshall University Special Education Janet Lynn Graber Marshall University Speech Jane L. Hagy Marshall University Art Vickie Lynn Hamlin Marshall University Early Childhood Education Sheryl L. Hanshaw Marshall University Counseling Frederick D. Hays West Virginia State College Art Ruth Ann Hendrickson Marshall University English Ellen Jordan Hess Marshall University Counseling Georgann Carter Holbrook Marshall University Psychology Sherrie June Hunt University of Charleston Elementary Education Rhonda Kay Findley Imhoff Marshall University Special Education Kerr David Jackson Marshall University Elementary Education Robin Jean Renick Jamison Radford University Speech Pathology and Audiology Litz St. Clair Jarvis Marshall University Special Education Teresa Ann Roe Jenkins Marshall University Elementary Education Paul Ellsworth Jordan Marshall University Political Science Geneva 0. Kirt<patrick Bob Jones University Specia[ Education Donna Lea Kellison University of Charleston Art Sandra Kaye Lawson University of Charleston Communication Arts Jeffery L. Leach Ohio University Special Education Carol Sue LeMaster Marshall University Speech Pathology and Audiology Patricia Ann LeMaster Marshall University Elementary Education Leah Irene Dallmeyer Lewis West Virginia University Music Sheilah Jane Lowe Glenville State College Counseling Rebecca Jane Lubonia Marshall University Special Education Terry Winson Lusher, Jr. Marshall University Counseling Leanne Faye Mcjunkin Miami University Speech Pathology and Audiology James W. Merrill Georgetown College Psychology Eleanor Flannery Morris Eastern Michigan University Secondary Education Diane Weiss Mufson University of Vermont Political Science Sandra B. Mullineaux Marshall University Special Education Linda Terzini Myers Ball State University Home Economics Diane Nader Bowling Green State University Speech Pathology and Audiology Sara Lynn Neal Marshall University Biological Sciences Peggy Elaine Jones Nutter West Virginia State College Home Economics Alice S. Pack Marshall University Counseling Eula Faye Davis Perraut Marshall University Distributive Education Sarah Catherine Richmond Pfeiffer College Special Education Teresa Ann Rine Marshall University Speech Pathology and Audiology David Marple Rittenour Marshall University Special Education Kimberly Jane Roten Marshall University Speech Pathology and Audiology Mary Ellen Russell Marshall University Home Economics 
Carole Eileen Saunby Marshall University Speech Bonnie S. Stepp Saunders Marshall University Early Childhood Education Jeffrey William Schmidt Albright College Mathematics Jacqueline Sue Scott Ohio University Special Education Mahmoud Sharifnia Marshall University Biological Sciences Marilyn Shively-Dishman Ohio University Special Education Beverly J. Skeans Marshall University Mathematics William Mark Simpson Marshall University Art Billie Jean Wilson Smith West Liberty State College Biological Sciences Sheryl Lynne Stephens University of Kentucky Secondary Education Martha Elizabeth Stofcheck Marshall University Elementary Education David Reis Stone Marietta College Special Education Andrea L. Taylor Marietta College Art Sharon Goekemeyer Tucker Marshall University Elementary Education Karla Jane Tyree Marshall University Elementary Education Curtis Brady Vick Marshall University English Cathi Ann Webb Marshall University Speech Pathology and Audiology Mary Jane Wilcox Marshall University Speech Pathology and Audiology Dale Edward Williams Marshall University Counseling Patricia Sharon Pauley Wilmoth Glenville State College Special Education Jeanine Caywood Woodruff Marshall University Counseling Robin E. Ziegler Montclaire State College Home Economics Master of Science Luanne Crouse Aitken West Virginia Wesleyan College Adult Education Zaharah Binte Aiyub Indiana University Chemistry Pete Amodio Fairmont State College Vocational Technical Education George Edward Bakewell Mt. Vernon College of Nazarene Biological Sciences Claudia Wallace Brown Marsnall University Vocational Technical Education Graduate School Mary Lou Brown Concord College Safety Bernadine Phillips £rumfield West Virginia State College Biological Sciences Todd M. Canestraro Marshall University Safety Thomas Craig Chaney West Virginia Institute of Technology Health and Physical Education Barbara Ann Coburn Concord College Safety Sharon Kay Coburn Concord College Safety William Delbert Cole Marshall University Safety Gabriella M. Cooke Morehead State University Criminal Justice Eyvonne Mayhew Dean Concord College Vocational Technical Education Robert W. Dean Marshall University Vocational Technical Education Roy Michael Eagle West Virginia Institute of Technology Safety Cinda Ramsey Echard Glenville State College Vocational Technical Education Joseph Dean Enoch Marshall University Geography 
Michael David Feldman Glenn D. Justice Gail Ellen Moore East Tennessee State College Marshall University Miami University Health and Physical Education Safety Health and Physical Education John Anthony Ferullo Kevin M. Lavery Glenn R. Morgan Susquehanna University State University of New York Marshall University Chemistry Healt� and Physical Erlucation Safety Betty Lorrine Foster Phyllis S. Linville Diane M. Murphy Concord College Marshall University Southern Connecticut State College Safety Vocational Technical Education Health and Physical Education Arnold Clyde Green, Jr. Murrey Emmett Loflin Steven Richard Myers University of Charleston Marshall University University of Kentucky Safety Safety Biomedical Sciences Betty Jean French Green Janet Weyman Lopez Mary Johnetta Owens University of Charleston Boston College Marshall University Safety Chemistry Vocational Technical Education James Ellis Green Emory Dale Lovern Arnold E. Persinger West Virginia University Concord College Marshall University Safety Safety Safety Richard Andrew Gullickson Rita Ann Lovern Elizabeth Ann Pitrolo Marshall University Concord College West Virginia University Health and Physical Education Safety Biological Sciences Hollis A. Hackathorn James Perry Lowe Wanda McKinney Powers Glenville State College Virginia Polytechnic Institute and Bluefield State College Safety State University Safety Safety Moloud Hadi-Sadegh Edna Richards Rothwell Memphis State University Kathy Goddin Mace Marshall University Physical Science Fairmont State College Vocational Technical Education Vocational Technical Educaton William David Hall Stanley Joseph Ruminski Marshall University Robert Joseph Manley West Liberty State College Safety West Virginia Institute of Technology Vocational Technical Education Vocational Technical Education Mildred Evonne Harvey Kevin G. Sergent Concord College Martha Ann Moats McConnell Marshall University Safety Davis and Elkins College Health and Physical Education Vocational Technical Education Janet Kay Seelen Haught Deanna J. Shields Marshall University Loretta Mae Jarrett Medley Marshall University Adult Education West Virginia State College Criminal Justice Safety Boyd Curtis Humphrey, Jr. Ezra Darrell Simpkins Fairmont State College Florimond-Jerry Oliva Mendoza Marshall University Safety Utah State University Health and Physical Education Safety Timothy Otis Jamison Robert Edwin Speiser Radford University Russell Dean Mitchem Fairleigh Dickinson University Safety Concord College Biological Sciences Safety 
William Walter Thomas Marshall University 
Vocational Technical Education Suellen Merideth Tweel University of Tennessee 
Health and Physical Education 
James Gilbert Van Zant Marshall University 
Vocational Technical Education Master of Business Administration Anthony Ikechukwu Akubue Felix N. lwotor Marshall University Marshall University 
Business and Commerce Business and Commerce Lance Ray Belville Dale Keith Kegley Marshall University Ohio State University 
Business and Commerce Business and Commerce John Everett Bennett, Jr. Bruce E. Lingle Marshall University Southern Illinois University 
Business and Commerce Business and Commerce Frank A. Black, III Ku Marduwati Ku Mahmood Marshall University Northern Illinois University 
Business and Commerce Business and Commerce Apollo Dennis Chukwuemeka Lynne Supovitz Mayer Marshall University University of Michigan 
Business and Commerce Business and Commerce Virgil Perry Coe Dennis Andrew McMillen Glenville State College University of Charleston 
Business and Commerce Business and Commerce Jimmy Dale Cyrus Roberta Mittelman Marshall University City College of New York 
Business and Commerce Business and Commerce Dwight David Eplin Mohamed Suhaidi Mohd Yusoff Marshall University Southern Illinois University 
Business and Commerce Business and Commerce Mohd Fadri Hamid Nik Aminaldin Nik-Jaafar Northern Illinois University Southern Illinois University 
Business and Commerce Business and Commerce Christine Hudson Magnus Chibueze Okoye West Virginia State College Marshall University 
Business and Commerce Business and Commerce John Egbo-Chioma Ilokwu Uchenna S. Okponyia Marshall University Marshall University 
Business and Commerce Business and Commerce 
Graduate School Terry Dale Zirkle Fairmont State College 
Vocational Technical Education Abbas Owyar-Hosseini Kingston Polytechnic, England 
Business and Commerce Suvit Pilara West Virginia State College 
Business and Commerce Freddy Joe Reese West Virginia University 
Business and Commerce George M. Roy Marshall University 
Business and Commerce John Thomas Scherer, II Marshall University 
Business and Commerce James Hurston Sellards Marshall University 
Business and Commerce Donald W. Silver Walla Walla College 
Business and Commerce Philip Brent Sponaugle Marshall University 
Business and Commerce Christina Hudson Stover West Virginia State College 
Business and Commerce Nik Mustapha Bin Nik Sulaiman Southern Illinois University 
Business and Commerce Robert Dennis Templeton Marshall University 
Business and Commerce 
Eddie Joe Vanderhoof 
Marshall University Business and Commerce 
Ken Brian Virgin 
West Virginia University Business and Commerce Wayne Alan Voris Glenville State College Business and Commerce Master of Arts in Journalism 
Bette H. Bishop 
Christian College Journalism David A. Kosar West Virginia University Journalism Charles C. Walker West Virginia University Business and Commerce John Edwin Peck, III University of Kentucky Journalism 
Degrees Granted December 19, 1981 Master of Arts 
Golden Adkins 
West Virginia State College Educational Administration 
Lowell Douglas Adkins 
Marshall University Biological Sciences 
Kathy White Aldridge 
Concord College Special Education 
Mildred Chenoweth Aluise 
Marshall University Secondary Education 
Pamela Adkins Artrip 
Marshall University Counseling 
Donna Jean Craig Bartram 
Marshall University Elementary Education 
Kathryn Sullivan Bedel 
College of Mount Saint Joseph Elementary Education 
Nancy Anne Jividen Bradley 
West Virginia State College Secondary Education Karen Ann Miller Campbell Marshall University Special Education Dora Ann Chaffin Marshall University Early Childhood Education Richard Walton Chambers Marshall University Counseling Patricia Boone Chipps Glenville State College Communication Arts Cynthia Jean Clarke West Virginia University Home Economics Rebecca Lou Crockett Cochrane Marshall University Secondary Education Ray Crabtree, Jr. Marshall University Political Science Randolph Barrett Cullum Marshall University Counseling Catherine Lee Dransfeld San Diego State College Speech Pathology and Audiology Olive Patrick Egbuniwe Rutgers University Home Economics Martina Brumfield Elkins Marshall University Secondary Education Uwadiegwu Kevin Ewulonu University of Ibadan Biological Sciences Shadrach Akalisi Ezenwuba State University College of Buffalo Educational Administration Bruce Cameron Faulkner Marshall University Educational Administration Penny Ellen Summers Fisher Marshall University Secondary Education Harry Ernest Freeman Marshall University Educational Administration 
Helen Virginia Gardner Marshall University Political Science William Richard Goe Marshall University Sociology Richard Eugene Hamon, II State University of New Yark, Geneseo Counseling Teresa Lee Hardiman Marshall University Elementary Education Steven Craig Harvey Marshall University Biological Sciences Linda Kay Hawkins Concord College Library Science Sherilyn Sue Hedrick Marshall University Educational Administration Martha Reed Hutchinson Concord College Distributive Education Janice Hart Johnson University of Tennessee Speech Pathology and Audiology Judy Ann Jones Marshall University Counseling Eva Lynn Varney Kinder West Virginia Institute of Technology Elementary Education Clifton King Clarkson College Counseling Betty Sue Koontz Marshall University Secondary Education Philip Wayne LeMaster Kentucky Christian College Psychology Connie Lynn Jackson McCagg Marshall University Secondary Education Mary Anne Tray McCallister Marshall University Elementary Education Rose Marie McCoy Marshall University Elementary Education Melissa Ingraham Mihal Marshall University Special Education Dale Steven Monk Marshall University Special Education Jane Barrons Moore Michigan State University Sociology Debra Lynn Musgrave Marshall University Elementary Education Carol Rowe Newlon West Virginia University Counseling Ubolwanna Ngernvichit American University Mathematics Allen Keith Perry Marshall University Educational Administration Steven Pribanich Marshall University Psychology Diana Susan Legg Quinley Concord College Home Economics Douglas Lee Rigsby Marshall University Social Studies Elizabeth Ann Saunders Marshall University Home Economics Graduate School Janet Anne Smith Marshall University Early Childhood Education Vickie Lynn Shy Smith Marshall University Secondary Education Donna Marie Long Sprowls Marshall University Special Education Alan Lee Stephens Marietta College Counseling Jerri Lynn Tallhamer Marshall University Elementary Education John Roy Thomas Concord College Counseling Brenda Kay Vickers Marshall University Special Education Sarah Staats Walters Marshall University Counseling William A. Young Rio Grande College Elementary Education Walley Cline Zigmond Marshall University Counseling Master of Science Marion Ellis Ashcraft West Virginia University Vocational Technical Education Delores Jean Logue Burton Salem College Vocational Technical Education Roberta Jean Chenoweth Marshall University Vocational Technical Education 
Jack Everett Chittum 
Marshall University Safety 
Richard Perry Cooke 
West Virginia State College Safety 
David Paul Cooper 
Marshall University Safety 
William Lee Criss, Jr. 
Bluefield State College Safety 
Larry Mack Davenport 
West Virginia Institute of Technology Safety 
Frederick Joseph Ellis 
Marshall University Safety 
Ida Mainella Everhart 
Fairmont State College Adult Education 
Bernard Russell Gebhart, II 
Ohio University Adult Education 
Wayne Denvil Gibson 
West Virginia Institute of Technology Vocational Technical Education 
Jeffrey Kent Harshbarger 
. Concord College Safety 
J�my Dale Helvey 
Concord College Safety 
Barbara Woodford Hickman 
Glenville State College Vocational Technical Educatien 
Donna Jeanett� Barley Hylton 
Concord College Safety 
Robert Harry Jones 
Muskingum College Adult Education Charles David Justice West Virginia State College Safety William Stewart Lett King College Safety· Joan A. Lynch West Virginia University Biomedical Sciences Donna Gail Margeson Alderson-Broaddus College Adult Education Roy Richard Martin West Virginia State College Vocational Technical Education Elizabeth Bailey McIntyre Marshall University Biological Sciences Danita Gail Davidson Miller Marshall University Criminal Justice William Jackson Miller Marshall University Vocational Technical Education Wanda Shrewsbury Mitchem Bluefield State College Safety Debra Marie Nicholson Pennsylvania State University Criminal Justice Deborah Lea Oxley Concord College Safety Jane Beth Lang Paugh Fairmont State College Vocational Technical Education John Joseph Podgurski Pennsylvania State University Safety Clyde Mitchell Proffitt West Virginia Institute of Technology Safety Damita Yvonne Reed Eastern Kentucky University Safety Judith Lynne Reynolds West Virginia University Safety Susan Virginia Richmond Indiana University of Pennsylvania Biomedical Sciences Samuel Siriani Rizk University of Charleston Safety William Edward Suddath Glenville State College Vocational Technical Education Jonathan Wainwright Sumner West Virginia State College Safety Vilery Heldreth Talkington Fairmont State College Adult Education Kathleen Fe;guson Thompson Concord College Safety James Frank Tipton University of South Colorado Vocational Technical Education Judith Jenkins Vonkallist Bluefield State College Safety Bert Franklin Wellman, III Marshall University Safety Richard Lee Williams West '{irginia Institute ·of Technology Safety ·
Clifford Lewis Willis West Virginia University Vocational Technical Edm:ation William Donald Wise, Sr. West Virginia Institute of Technology Safety Master of Business Administration Mohd Noor Abdullah Mohd Suhaimi Ibrahim University of Tennessee Southern Illinois University Business and Commerce Business and Commerce Laili Bin Abdul Munid Shang-Lee Kao Indiana University Soo Chow University Business and Commerce Business and Commerce Maamor Che Alias Malek Wadi Khadder Western Michigan University Hagaizian College Business and Commerce Business and Commerce Warren Cleveland Armstead, Jr. Gregory John Martin Marshall University Lehigh University Business and Commerce Business and Commerce Ali Asghar Assar Ikechukwu Shedy Mgbechikwelu, Jr. College of Economic & Social Marshall University Science Business and Commerce Business and Commerce Joriah Muhammad Vijay K. Chawla Monmouth College Meerut University Business and Commerce Business and Commerce Nik Zainal Abidin B. Haji Nik Yusoff Cecil L. Critzer, Jr. University of Malaya Marshall University Business and Commerce Business and Commerce Michael Patrick Norton Carol Ann Hardin Marshall University Marshall University Business and Commerce Business and Commerce Sadhna Ojha Mohammad Noor Hilmi Sivanath Sastri College University of Malaya Business and Commerce Business and Commerce Abd. Ghani B. Omar Mara Institute of Technology Business and Commerce Master of Arts in Journalism Betsy Barger Cook Marshall University Journalism Alayne B. Merenstein Marshall University Journalism Graduate School Terry Wayne Wright Concord College Safety Peter Pilara West Virginia State College Business and Commerce Hilmi HJ. Abdul Rashid Monmouth College Business and Commerce Michael Lee Redd West Virginia University Business and Commerce Richard Cecil Rice Marshall University Business and Commerce Romie Robert Samples, II Marshall University Business and Commerce Mary Ellison Skillern Duquesne University Business and Commerce Vicky Louise Nash Stoess University of Kentucky Business and Commerce Kwang Jong Suh Sogang University Business and Commerce Ahmad Bistaman Bin Yusoff Southern Illinois University Business and Commerce Zainudeen Bin Yusoff University of Malaya Business and Commerce 
Degrees Granted August 21, 1981 Master of Arts Gary Lee Adkins Brenda Roberson Cline Yvonne Row Gillespie Marshall University Marshall University Glenville State College Special Education Elementary Education Business Education Steven Mark Alessandri Patsy Ruth Smith Combs Teresa Jane Goode Villanova Un1versity Marshall University Concord College Psychology Business Education Elementary Education Dale Ballengee Mary Alice Conaty Nadzirin Bin Haji Hassan Marshall University Marshall University Northern Illinois University Special Education Special Education Mathematics F. Jim Beine Eleanore Catherine Coyne Donald Warren Hall Cardinal Glennon College West Virginia University West Virginia Counseling Counseling Institute of Technology Biological Sciences Barbara Jean Berry Carolyn Jane Dale West Virginia University Wittenburg University Dorothy Lynn Hall Harding Speech Pathology and Audiology Elementary Education Mars Hill College Special Education Bobby Blankenship Patrice Saunders Daniel Marshall University Marshall University Jeannie Katherine Hardwick Elementary Education Elementary Education Marshall University ·,Karin Ann Collier Bowling Donald Allen Davis Elementary Education Marshall University Marshall University Kelly Ransbottom Harlow Speech Pathology and ('i.udiology Elementary Education Marshall _University Speech Pathology and Audiology Cynthia Louise Buell Mary Jane Delauter Lake Erie College Marshall University James A. Hatfield, III Speech Speech Pathology and Audiology University of West Florida Special Education Penny Louise Burton Mary Jane Deskins Marshall University Marshall University Linda Lilly Hayes 
. Special Education Counseling Marshall University Special Educati-On Connie Kay Protan Cantley Barbara Ellen Dial University of Charleston Marshall University Glenna Jean Waugh Hendrick Elementary Education- English Marshall University Special Education Cheryl Wilson Carter Sandra Chalupa Douglas Marshall University Morehead State University Elbert Glenn Hennig, Jr. English Communication Arts Jackson State University Psychology Kuang-Chao Chang Norma Lee Frasher T unghai University Marshall University Jill Maureen Yerigan Henton Mathematics Elementary Education Montana State University Counseling 
Graduate School Sonya Inman Hescht Lynne Gail Lewis Patricia Sanders Pyles David Lipscomb College Illinois Wesleyan University Marshall University Library Science Counseling Early Chil.dhood Education Dawnetta Sue Hicks Vera Lou Manning Ruth C. Raines Marshall University West Virginia University Marshall University Elementary Education Counseling Early Chil.dhood Education Pamela Reed Hopkins Mary Ann McCabe Camella Dione Ramey Concord College Marquette University Marshall University Elementary Education Speech Pathology and Audiology Counseling David Michael Huron Karen Ann Moore Charles Lyle Ramey Marshall University Marshall University Marshall University Counseling Social Studies Special Education Karen Sue Hyre Beth Johnson Morrison Arva Denise Reed Marshall University West Virginia University Marshall University Counseling Psychology Elementary Education Mary Lois Jackson Gregory Jerome Moses Donald Clifton Reynolds W_est Virginia University Marshall University Marshall University Special Education English Educational Administration Marsha Lorraine Johnson Jeanna M. Mullen Annette Thacker Schoew Centre College of Kentucky Ohio University Marshall University Elementary Education Reading Education Elementary Education Virginia Ann Karschnik Joanne Thomas Mullens Mark Semanco Marshall University Marshall University Marshall University Counseling Secondary Education Biological Sciences Thomas Francis Keefe Jackie Lynn Murphy Twila Lou Smith West Virginia University Marshall University Marshall University Psychology Psychology Elementary Education Julia I. Keller Deborah Anne Mychesky Nancy Ann Reed Stephenson Marshall University Marshall University Morehead State University English Reading Education Early Chil.dhood Education Sheree Lynn Knotts Christine Marie Naylor Mary Frances Straight Marshall University Madison College Marshall University Counseling Special Education Secondary Education Mary Paige Leaberry Dorothy J. Perdue Rebecca Jane Sturm Marshall University Marshall University Marshall University Elementary Education Special Education Reading Education Jean Elizabeth Lepley Donna Elizabeth Bond Phillips Spencer Suskin University of Chicago West Virginia University Marshall University English Home Economics Educational Administration Lee Ann Insco Lester Deborah Elaine Poff Rita Eileen Taliaferro Marshall University Concord College Marshall University Elementary Education Business Education Special Education 
Cora Lee Van Middlesworth Marshall University Spedal Education Master of Science Duard G. Addington Concord College Safety Sarni K. Al-Azawi University of Baghdad Health and Physical Education Melinda Kaye Barrons Allen Shepherd College Health and Physical Education Marc Victor Arvon Shepherd College Safety Thomas Joseph Barlow Fairmont State College Vocational Technical Education George Donald Barr Marshall University Vocational Technical Education Robert L. Beard West Virginia University Vocational Technical Education Kimberly Boster Benson Marshall University Biological Sciences James Joseph Bowen West Liberty State College Safety William Edward Cooley Liberty Baptist College Biological Sciences Martha Jane Cummings Marshall University Health and Physical Education Gary R. Ferguson Marshall University Vocational Technical Education Steven E. Webb Marshall University Mathematics Loren Lee Flanigan Salem College Vocational Technical Education John Calvert Foose, II Marshall University Safety Kareena Hale Garner Marshall University Adult Education Halimaton Hamdan Indiana University Chemistry David Allen Kiser Morehead State University Safety Norman Dwight Livesay Concord College Vocational Technical Education Julia Hutchison Long West Virginia University Safety Michelle Billups Lyles West Virginia State College Adult Education Rita Carolyn Songer Lynch Marshall University Safety Carolyn Sue Walthall Mathena Concord College Adult Education Bruce Francis McMullan Lynchburg College Safety John Edward Miles University of Charleston Health and Physical Education Debra Ann Bragg Wright Marshall University Special Education Shirley Elmer Mills Concord College Vocational Technical Education Mohd Nazlan Mohd Muhid Knox College Chemistry Charlene Kay Nugen Marshall University Biological Sciences Michael W. Pingley Concord College Safety Orlantha Muriel Ramey Marshall University Vocational Technical Education Kevin J. Smith Marshall University Biological Sciences Cofer Lee Walls Marshall University Vocational Technical Education Wan Shabuddin Wan Ali University of Tennessee Chemistry Vera Gail Darst Wilson Marshall University Vocational Technical Education Carolyn Sue Stover Young Glenville State College Safety Y azan Zakaria Indiana University Chemistry 
L 
Master of Business Administration Marinah BT. Abdul Majid Ohio University Business and Commerce Abdul Aziz Bin Abdul Rahman Northern Illinois University Business and Commerce Nadiah Ahmad Noordin Ohio University Business and Commerce Faridah Hassan Western Michigan University Business and Commerce Bruce Dean Hieneman Marshall University Business and Commerce Noripah Haji Kamso Northern Illinois University Business and Commerce Master of Arts in Journalism Beverly Georgian Merrick Childers Marshall University Journalism Doris Lee Phillips University of Colorado Journalism 
Degrees Granted July 17, 1981 Master of Arts Nancy Jo Ayres Marshall University Early Childhood Education Nancy Kessinger Bird University of North Carolina Music Myrtle Damelio Blair Marshall University Communication Arts Lois Jean Blake Marshall University Elementary Education Charleta Wallace Brooks Marshall University Home Economics Elizabeth Louise Carpenter West Virginia Institute of Technology Music Kathy Kay Chapman Marshall University Special Education Patricia Blanar Clark Marshall University Special Education Judith Lee .Clifford West Virginia University Library Science Education Kathleen Gardner Corbett The Kings College Music Sheila Arlene Nitardy Crace Marshall University Elementary Education Della Copley Ekwall Marshall University Music Graduate School Mohamad Fahizul Khairi Ohio University Business and Commerce Jonda Kay Lacy University of Kentucky Business and Commerce· Zakaria MD. Sarap Northern Illinois University Business and Commerce Trudy Ann Hudson Elam Marshall University Special Education William Clarence Elkins Marshall University Educational Administration Ronald A. Fleck Salem College Music Connie Paxton Hays University of Charleston Elementary Education Ronald Gene Hazelett Kent State University Music Debbie Marie Hill University of Charleston Communication Arts 
Lois Ann Ingles Marshall University Special Education Bonnie Neff Jackson Marshall University Elementary Education Louise Ellen Jenkins Marshall University History Curtis B. Johnson Marshall University Educational Administration Lucy Voorhees Jones University of Charleston Early Childhood Education Deborah Ann Kalt Marshall University Art Marya Ruth Foote Katz Alderson-Broaddus College Music Cheryl Ann Langdon Marshall University Early Childhood Education Victoria Lynn Bazemore Lemons Marshall University Special Education Dianna R. Holtz McSweeney Marshall University Home Economics Paula Marie Meadows Marshall University Art Elizabeth Knotts Merriam Marshall University Early Childhood Education 
Master of Science Bruce Witt Anderson West Virginia Institute of Technology Safety Joanne White Michael Radford College Speech Pathology and Audiology Rebecca Bohannon Moses Marshall University Early Childhood Education Thomas Edwin Nash Marshall University Educational Administration Donald E. Nourse Ohio University Educational Administration Deloris Jean Day O'Brien Shepherd College Elementary Education Linda Kees Osborne Davis and Elkins College Reading Education Elizabeth Pemberton Georgetown College Elementary Education Susan Elaine Edris Plymale Marshall University Home Economics Beverly Galford Pryor Marshall University Communication Arts Mary Margaret Barr Rhodes Marshall University Art Connie Lycan Ross Marshall University Elementary Education Barbara Ann Baer Schramm West Virginia University Library Science Donald Raymond Anderson West Virginia Institute of Technology Safety Judith Allin Shoemaker Ohio Wesleyan University Secondary Education Rebecca Gregg Shuman West Virginia University Music Anna VanderZalm Smith Marshall University Music Richard Clayton Smoot, III Marshall University History Stephanie A. Spataro Marshall University Special Education Mary Steensma Calvin College Special Education Jennifer Kay Tardy Marshall University Early Childhood Education Gary Winston Taylor Marshall University English Glora Jean Williamson Marshall University Elementary Education Nancy Kaye Wilson Marshall University Special Education Harold Woodrow Wright Marshall University Special Education Russetta Toler Wright Marshall University Elementary Education Carol Butler Bailey Concord College Vocational Technical Education 
William Edward Bozarth University of Charleston Vocational Technical Education David Allen Emery Marshall University Geography Mary Hennessy Hopkins Iowa State College Safety Robert Leon Mullett Concord College Safety Master of Business Administration Azman Bin Abdul Malek Northern Illinois University Business and Commerce Shyla C. Abraham University of Madras Business and Commerce Lysbeth Arner Barnett Ohio State University Business and Commerce Thomas Michael Bowles Marshall University Business and Commerce Linda Burks Brown Marshall University Business and Commerce Master of Education Jo Ann Benfatta California State College Education J.K. Clay Marshall University Business and Commerce Nelson G. Hernandez Marshall University Business and Commerce Rajani Madisetty Kanth Osmania University Business and Commerce Mohd Fathil Kassim Northern Illinois University Business and Commerce William Andrew Kosto Marshall University Business and Commerce Graduate School Jack Dewane Whittington West Virginia State College Safety Yasmin Mohd. Amin Southern Illinois University Business and Commerce Shirley W. Overholt Bucknell University Business and Commerce Samuel Nathaniel Uyo Concord College Business and Commerce Janet Rose Weisberg University of Pittsburgh Business and Commerce Leonard David Witkowski Colorado School of Mines Business and Commerce 
School of Medicine Candidates presented by Dr. Robert W. Coon, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 8, 1982 Doctor of Medicine 
James Menzies Bennett 
University of Charleston 
Virginia Kay Blevins 
Marshall University 
John Garland Boswell 
West Virginia University 
Donald Lloyd Chaffin, Jr. 
Marshall University 
Joseph Edward Evans 
West Virginia University 
Brian Peck Fawcett 
University of Vermont 
Rose Anne Goodwin 
Marshall University 
Kim Maria Jordan 
West Virginia University 
Robert Ward Keefover 
West Virginia University 
Frances Elizabeth Kemp 
Mary Baldwin College 
Michael Eugene Kilkenny 
Marshall University 
Kenneth Kerwood Kline, Jr. 
West Liberty State College 
Michael Preston Kruger 
West Virginia University 
James William Matthews 
University of Kentucky 
Steven Douglas McCarus 
West Virginia University 
Gretchen E. Oley 
Pennsylvania State University 
Lee Bryan Smith 
University of Charleston 
Ronny Douglas Stollings 
West Virginia University 
Katherine Mildred Stone 
University of Kentucky 
Thomas Bernard Styer 
Carroll College 
Clayton Lee Walker 
Shepherd College 
Curtis Andrew Winter 
West Virginia University 
Richard Anthony Yocum 
Wheeling College 
L 
Graduate Theses May 1982 Zaharah Binte Aiyub Chemistry Dr. John L. }lubbard New Approaches to the Synthesis of 2,5-Peperazinediones Lisle G. Brown History Department Dr. Robert Maddox A Long Campaign: The Montana Column in the Sioux War of 1876 Bernadine Mae Brumfield Biological Sciences Dr. Dan K. Evans Flora and Vegetation of Five Natural Wetlands in the Kanawha and Ohio 
River Floodplains, Southwestern West Virginia Paula Tammie Click History Dr. Charles V. Bias The January 1937 Flood in the Ohio Valley and its Impact on the Tri-State Area John Anthony Ferullo Chemistry Dr. John L. Hubbard Studies Directed Toward the Syn­thesis of Alkylaluminum Compounds by the Reaction of Organoboranes with Aluminum Hydride Richard A. Gullickson Health & Physical Education Dr. C. Robert Barnett The Contributions of Otto A. Swede Gullickson to Marshall University 1930-1963 David Alan Kosar Journalism Dr. Deryl R. Leaming The Burger Court and the Press: A Quantitative Analysis of Supreme Court Voting Behavior in Press Related Cases - 1969-1980 Terms Leah I. Dallmeyer Lewis Music Dr. Paul W. Whear The Duino Elegy #3 Janet Weyman Lopez Chemistry Dr. Arthur Lepley pH Effects on the Cidnp of the Ti+3 /Hz0z Oxidations of Alcohols Using Flow NMRDeanna J. Shields Criminal Justice Dr. Robert Mutchnick An Analysis of Sentence Disparity on the West Virginia Prison System Robert Edwin Speiser Biological Sciences Prof. W. Gene Frum Breeding Birds of the Ramapo-Hudson Highlands, New Jersey and New York December 1981 W. Richard GoeSociologyDr. William S. WestbrookThe Effect of Social Class, Marital Status, and Education of Parents on the Educational Performance of l'ar­ticipants and Non-participants in the Home-oriented, Pre-school Educa­tional Program Philip W. LeMaster Psychology Dr. Stuart Thomas A Test Battery to Predict Total Scores in Introductory Statistics Elizabeth B. McIntyre Biological Sciences Prof. W. Gene Frum A Postimpoundment Suroey of the Avif auna in the Vicinity of Beech Fork Reservoir, Wayne and Cabell Counties, West Virginia Jane Barrons Moore Sociology & Anthropology Dr. Maurice L. Sill A Description of �bility in Perceived Felt Needs in a Rural Ap­plachian Community Steven Pribanich Psychology Dr. Donald D. Chezik Investigating the Fear of Success Con­struct Douglas L. Rigsby Social Studies Dr. Karen Li Simpkins A Multicultural Archaeological Analysis of the Black Sands Prehistoric Amerind Site at Pactolus, Carter County, Kentucky August 1981 Melinda Kaye Allen Health & Physical Education Dr. Ronald R. Crosbie The Effects of a Pere(!ptual-Motor Physical Education Program on Reading Skill Level of First-Grade Students Kimberly Boster Benson Biological Sciences Dr. Donald C. Tarter A Comparative Study of Succession in Four Artificially-Constructed Farm Ponds in Cabell County, West Virginia William Edward Cooley Biological Sciences Dr. Frank L. Binder Transport of L-(U-14C) Arginine by the Mycoparasite Tieghemiomyces Parasiticus in Axenic Culture 
Halimaton Hamdan Chemistry Dr. Joseph L. Roberts Adsorptive Bubble Separation: Par­tial Separation of Dilute Aqueous Solutions of Alcohol Sul/ ate and Anionic Silicone Surfactants by Foam Fractionation Julia I. Keller Dr. Joan F. Adkins English Vision and Verisimilitude in Henry Roth's Call It Sleep Mohd Nazlan Mohd Muhid Chemistry Dr. James E. Douglass The Reaction of Quinoline N-Oxide with 1,3-Diketones Gregory Jerome Moses English Dr. William C. Ramsey Graham Greene's Vision of Evil: A Paradimatic Study of the Predominant Preoccupations Charlene Kay Nugen Biological Sciences Dr. Donald C. Tarter A Taxonomic Study of the Symphitop­syche Pictet and Hydropsyche Ulmer Larvae of West Virginia (fri­choptera: Hydropsychidae) Doris Lee Phillips Journalism Dr. Deryl R. Leaming A Survey on Dissemination of Press Releases Donna Bond Phillips Home Economics Dr. Grace Bennett The Development of an Assessment Form to Screen Preschool Children for Nutritional Ref err al Kevin Joe Smith Biological Sciences Dr. Ralph W. Taylor A Survey of the Mussels (Pelecypoda: Uniono id ia: Unionacea )  of  Twelvepole Creek, West Virginia with a Study of Commensal Algae Found on Selected Mussels Wan Shabuddin Wan Ali Chemistry Dr. Arthur R. Lepley Flow Relaxation Studies of Dilute Aqueous Organic Solutions Using a High Resolution Continuous Wave NMR Spectrometer Y azan Zakaria Chemistry Dr. Arthur R. Lepley Cidnp Studies of Oxidation Reactions of Aqueous Organic Substrates by Hydroxyl Radicals Using Flow NMR July 1981 Richard Clayton Smoot History Dr. Robert F. Maddox The Early Political Career of John Sherman Cooper 
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